Call

Training offer for museum professionals

for
application

"Open Doors. The participatory museum today"

The Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO) invites you to apply for a 1-day training on ”Participation for Wellbeing"
hosted by Fondazione Brescia Musei and organized in collaboration with Prof. Pierluigi Sacco, Professor at the IULM University of Milan.
The training is one element of a nine-part discussion series "Open doors. The participatory museum today". Scientific evidence is
confirming that culture can have very positive effects on psychological and physical wellbeing. Museums can therefore also become spaces
where people can enjoy a sense of wellbeing.
Some NEMO members will be selected to join the discussion on "Wellbeing and Healing" in Brescia, Italy, on September 28 and receive a
travel grant for this purpose. Besides the lecture, selected participants will learn more about the Brescia Museums Foundation while being
invited to guided museum tours, lunch with the director, and an open session with staff from the Learning Departments of the museums.
Find further information here.

What?

Who?

. Training on “Wellbeing and Healing"
ü

How?

ü NEMO members are eligible to

ü Apply until 1 August 2022

with discussion round, study visit,
meeingt the director.
ü 28 September 2022 (10:00-18:000 CET)

participate in the training for free
ü Museum professionals with a
role in Learning, Education &

ü Send your statement of
motivation with your
organisation's NEMO membership

ü Selected members receive a travel grant
of 500-600 €.

Wellbeing are given priority
ü Non members can particiate for
a fee of 250 €.

OPEN DOORS. THE PARTICIPATORY MUSEUM TODAY.

proof, your role & your CV to:
office@ne-mo.org

FONDAZIONE BRESCIA MUSEI
Fondazione Brescia Musei handles a complex and compelling museum system consisting
of Santa Giulia Museum, Brixia Roman Archeological Area, Pinacoteca Tosio Martinengo,
“Luigi Marzoli” Weapons Museum, Brescia Castle, Nuovo Eden Cinema. The Foundation
has become a leading example in Italy when it comes to the management and promotion
of a city’s artistic and monumental heritage site. The "Open Doors. The participatory
museum today" discussion cycle consists of nine hybrid sessions, running between May
and November 2022, online and in Brescia, Italy. The series of meetings focus on the idea
of a "participatory museum", audience development actions aimed at creating a sense of
welcome, and inclusion of the public that does not usually go to museums.
NEMO
The Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO) is an independent network of
national museum organisations, museum networks, individual museums and museumrelated businesses representing the museum community of the member states of the
Council of Europe. NEMO ensures museums are an integral part of European life by
promoting their work and value to policy makers and by providing museums with
information, networking and opportunities for co-operation.
The selection process (of up to 8 members) will be carried out by NEMO’s executive board and the
hosting organisation.

